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John Durrell
4C3 Paper Final Crib

John Durrell
This question was well answered by
almost all candidates



John Durrell
While generally well answered a few
candidates waffled and didn’t get to the
key point that you can pole Ferroelectric 
materials



John Durrell
A few candidates thought the field was applied horizontally, it
is important to look at diagrams carefully

John Durrell
Not that many candidates mentioned the key
point that the device only works if the layers
are poled in alternating directions

John Durrell
This was well answered, a few silly mistakes were not heavily penalised (such as forgetting that
the absolute extension per element is a tenth of the overall extension). 



John Durrell
Well answered

John Durrell
Not many candidates realised that this would be
a shear mode of operation 



 

Generally well answered, apart from (e) with very few candidates recognising excitonic absorption. 
Most candidates discussed hydrogenic model and 2D layer coupling well and showed good 
knowledge in material choices for (d). Regarding the doping of wide bandgap ZnSe and related 
challenges in (b)(ii) some answers lacked detail/sufficient discussion. 

 

 

Q2  

(a) Heisenberg’s energy-time uncertainty principle: 
 
  
 
Thus ΔE ≈ ℏ/2𝛥𝑡 with ΔE = hΔf 
and  Δf = 1/(4πΔt) = 8 × 106 Hz 
 
Δf/f = 10-8 , the emitted radiation can be considered monochromatic. 
 
 

(b) (i) Hydrogenic model 
 
 
 
Where R0 = 13.6 eV. Thus lowest acceptor level 0.13 eV above valence band edge. For p 
doping N must substitutionally replace Se.  
 
(ii) Ionisability of dopant state (compared to 25 meV for kT at room temperature) can be 
discussed as issue here. Main doping challenge for wide band gap materials arises from so 
called compensation, where it becomes energetically favourable to create a defect state that 
compensates the doping effect i.e. where the hole falls into. 

(c) The bandgap of black phosphorous decreases for increasing layer number, and this can be 
rationalised by simple coupled quantum well model with nearest neighbour interlayer 
hopping for e and h:  

 

Band diagram for AB stacked bilayer:  
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(d) Suitable dielectric would be h-BN, which is insulating, very flat, and has high band gap. Gate 
contact could be made by monolayer graphene, which gives sufficient conductivity but 
shows only about 2% absorption in the visible range. As these are all 2D materials, the 
device stack can be made via exfoliation and stamp transfer. Difficult to grow these 
materials though with standard techniques like ALD, hence standard materials might be 
considered but then optical transparency and interfacing to black phosphorous become 
major challenge. Also carbon nanotubes might be considered as gate contact material. 

(e) The absorption features arise from excitonic effects, ie bound electron-hole pairs. Due to the 
low screening, excitonic binding energies can be large in 2D materials. The bound electron 
holes states can be modelled by the hydrogenic model, hence the 1s and 2s labels.  

 

 
 
 



John Durrell

John Durrell
Q3

John Durrell
Relatively
few candidates
explicity mentioned that
heat arising from resistance
 limits performance

John Durrell
Quite a few candidates wrote an awful lot for this question without mentioning
Jc

John Durrell
Of the three this was best answered



John Durrell
Some candidates did not look carefully at the 
diagram and were out by a factor of 2



John Durrell

John Durrell
This question was well answered

John Durrell
A surprising number of candidates failed to realise that the 
peak field has to be twice the average magnetisation multiplied by
the permeability of free space

John Durrell
This question was well answered

John Durrell



John Durrell
As this leads directly from an earlier
question this was generally well answered.
Candidates were not penalised twice where
error arose in the earlier question.

John Durrell

John Durrell

John Durrell

John Durrell

John Durrell

John Durrell
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Most candidates showed good understanding of effective mass and amorphous semiconductor 
properties. Not many though realised that mobility gap is larger than Egap of crystalline 
semiconductor. Sketching of optical absorption was bit scattered, lacking connection to theory. 
Candidates showed good knowledge on material and device structures in final part, although some 
answers lacked reasoning and detail.    

 

Q4 

(a) (i) The curvature of the extremities of the valence and conduction bands is captured by the 
effective masses m*. Assuming parabolic band dispersion: 
 
 
 
In a simple kinetic model the carrier mobility is given by  

 = e/m* 
 
Hence a larger curvature (smaller radius of curvature) is reflected by a smaller m* and thus 
larger mobility. Thus the electron mobility can be expected to be higher. 
 
(ii) The band gap is indirect but absorption will start to rise at Eg = 1.1 eV and then get 
stronger for direct transitions at higher energy. 
 

 
(iii) 
 

𝑚∗ =  ℏ2 (
𝑑2𝐸
𝑑𝑘2

)
−1
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For amorphous film the abrupt band edges of a crystal are replaced by a broadened tail of 
states extending into the forbidden gap. These tail states are localised, in contrast to the 
extended states in the conduction and valence bands. The so called mobility gap is larger 
than the crystalline Eg. Taking example of a-Si, the mobility gap is 1.7 eV. 
 
(iv) see sketch above. Lower onset of absorption for a-Si but stronger absorption at higher 
energy. 
 

(b) PV applications demand high absorption matched to the spectrum of solar radiation. For 
single junction device band gap around 1.4 eV is desirable. The band gap should be direct 
and ideally tunable. Superior materials could be GaAs or hybrid perovskites like MAPbI3. The 
latter offer bandgap tunability via the X and A site of the ABX3 lattice, and show very strong 
optical absorption, defect tolerance and charge transport properties. They are also easy to 
produce over large areas. 
 

(c) Emission of white light needs direct bandgap of around 3eV. The bandgap of Fig.1 is indirect 
and too small. A suitable better material would be GaN. White light can be created by (1) 
using 3 different LEDs, (2) down-converting from a blue source, or (3) down converting from 
a UV source. Option (2) is cheapest and widely used. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  


